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A variety of convolution inequalities have been obtained since Anderson’s theorem.
In this paper, we extend a convolution theorem for G-monotone functions by
weakening the symmetry condition of G-monotone functions. Our inequalities are
described in terms of several orderings obtained from a cone. It is noteworthy that
the orderings detect differences in directions. A special case of the orderings induces
a majorization-like relation on spheres. Applying our inequality, Bartholomew’s con-
jectures, which concern directions yielding the maximum power and the minimum
power of likelihood ratio tests for order-restricted alternatives, are partly settled.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The convolution operator
f V g(x)=|
Rk
f (y) g(x&y) dy
is a useful tool in the theory of mathematical statistics. (Throughout this
paper, we assume that the functions f, g are measurable and f V g is finitely
determined.) A variety of convolution inequalities have been derived
that preserve such properties as convexity, symmetry and ordering. For
example, Anderson [1] proved that for any fixed x # Rk,
f V g(t1x)f V g(t2 x) for all 0t1t2 (1.1)
if f, g are quasi-concave and centrally symmetric functions. Mudholkar [8]
extended Anderson’s inequality by replacing central symmetry by
invariance under a transformation group.
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The next development is done by weakening the concavity assumption.
Marshall and Olkin [6] developed an argument based on majorization
and Schur concavity. For x=(x1 , ..., xk), y=( y1 , ..., yk) # Rk, x is said to
be majorized by y, denoted by x <m y, if
:
n
i=1
x[i] :
n
i=1
y[i] for all n=1, ..., k&1; :
k
i=1
x[i]= :
k
i=1
y[i] ,
where x[1] } } } x[ k] and y[1] } } } y[k] are ordered components of
(x1 , ..., xk) and ( y1 , ..., yk). Furthermore, a function f (x) is said to be Schur
concave if
f (x)f (y) for all x <m y.
Marshall and Olkin [6] proved that if f, g are Schur concave, f V g is also
Schur concave; that is,
f V g(x)f V g(y) for all x <m y. (1.2)
The ordering <m is closely related to the symmetric group and their argu-
ment is generalized to reflection groups by Eaton and Perlman [4]. See
Marshall and Olkin [7] and Dharmadhikari and Joag-dev [3] for more
detailed reviews on convolution inequalities and related topics.
These convolution inequalities were used to obtain monotonicity results
of power functions in many testing problems. When a random variable X
has a density p(%&x) parameterized by % # Rk, the power function of a test
having a test statistic .(X) and a critical value c is given by
|
[.(x)c]
p(%&x) dx=I[.c] V p(%),
where IA(x) is the indicator function of a set A. Thus, by investigating the
properties of the statistic .(X), we obtain many monotonicity results from
the inequalities above. However, the test function needs to be symmetric
to apply these inequalities. In order-restricted testing problems discussed
in Robertson, Wright and Dykstra [14], many tests including likelihood
ratio tests do not satisfy the conditions of symmetry, and therefore many
desirable results are not obtainable from these inequalities.
In restricted testing problems, many researchers have developed different
approaches to establish the monotonicity results of power functions. These
approaches are divided into two main classes. Using the terminology in
Section 2.6 of Robertson et al. [14], one is an approach by subset contain-
ment arguments and the other is a geometrical approach. For example, the
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former was used by Perlman [12] and the latter by Mukerjee, Robertson
and Wright [9]. (Similar arguments to the latter are founded in previous
works by Pincus [13] and Nomakuchi [10].) The argument by Mukerjee
et al. [9] is a partial extension of Anderson’s result by weakening the
assumption of symmetry. Recently, Hu and Wright [5] extended the argu-
ment by Mukerjee et al. [9] by weakening the assumption of convexity.
They proved that if there exist x0 , d # Rk for a set A such that
x&t?(x&x0 | L[d]) # A
for all 0t2, x # A & (x0+H +d ), (1.3)
then for any nonincreasing function h(s), f (t)=A&(x0+td) h(&x&) dx is
nonincreasing in t on [0, ). See Section 2 for the definition of the
symbols.
In this work, we give a further extension of the result by Hu and Wright
[5]. Our argument begins by regarding their result as an extension of that
of Eaton and Perlman [4], weakening the assumption of symmetry. Hu
and Wright [5] considered their result as an extension of Anderson’s
result. The difference of viewpoints appears as a difference of the orderings
used in inequalities. Observe the difference of orderings in (1.1) and (1.2).
We show that the inequality holds with finer orderings than theirs. The
novelty of this work lies in this fact and our interest is mainly directed to
investigations of our ordering and its applications.
Section 1 contains fundamental results on convolution inequalities. First,
we present the convolution theorem proved by Eaton and Perlman [4].
Their inequality is obtained for G-monotone functions which are
generalizations of Schur concave functions. We define certain asymmetric
functions, named the d-decreasing and K-decreasing functions, by weaken-
ing the condition for G-monotone functions. Our convolution inequality is
developed through several steps. (The first step corresponds to the result of
Hu and Wright [5].) The inequality is described by using a finer binary
relation than that of Hu and Wright [5]. In Section 3, we develop the
properties of the ordering introduced in Section 2. In particular, we show
that the ordering induces a useful relation on spheres. Furthermore, when
the related cone is a half-plane, the ordering is extended by symmetry
considerations while preserving our convolution inequality. By combining
orderings induced by half-planes, an ordering like majorization is intro-
duced on spheres. Section 4 contains a statistical application. We give
monotonicity results for the power function of the likelihood ratio test
for order-restricted alternatives. In particular, we discuss directional
monotonicity. In certain cases, we determine the directions yielding the
maximum power and the minimum power.
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2. FUNDAMENTAL RESULTS
2.1. Notation and the Convolution Inequality for G-Monotone Functions
To begin with, we prepare some notation used in this paper.
Let &x&=- x$x and Sr=[x # Rk | &x&=r] for r>0.
For a closed convex set A, we denote by ?(x | A) the projection of x
onto A; that is, ?(x | A) is a point of A satisfying &x&?(x | A)&=
miny # A &x&y&.
For a1 , a2 , ..., an # R
k,
C[a1 , a2 , ..., an]={x | x= :
n
i=1
tiai ; ti0, i=1, 2, ..., n=
L[a1 , a2 , ..., an]={x | x= :
n
i=1
tiai ; ti # R, i=1, 2, ..., n= ,
and for a linear space L and a closed convex cone C,
L==[x | x$y=0 for all y # L]
C*=[x | x$y0 for all y # C].
Moreover, for d # Rk let H +d =[y | d$y0] and H
&
d =[y | d$y0].
Definition 2.1. Let r d (x) be the reflection of x through L[d]=, that
is
rd (x)=x&2?(x | L[d])={\I&2
dd$
&d&2+ x if d{0,
x if d=0.
A function f is said to be d-symmetric if f (x)= f (rd (x)) holds for any x.
The reflection rd is a linear transformation and satisfies
rd (rd (x))=x, &r d (x)&=&x& and rd (x)=rtd(x)
for any x # Rk and t{0.
Remark. In our argument, the inner product is defined by x$y as in
Eaton and Perlman [4]. The results in Sections 2 and 3 hold true even if
the inner product is replaced by x$7y for a positive definite symmetric
matrix 7 as in Hu and Wright [5].
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A transformation group on Rk generated by reflections is called a
reflection group. For a reflection group G, we define
2G=[d # Rk | r d # G].
Note that 2G is a cone, i.e., tx # 2G for all x # 2G and t0, and satisfies
2G=&2G .
For x # Rk, let ConvG(x) be the convex hull of [{x | { # G].
The following definition and theorem are due to Eaton and Perlman
[4].
Definition 2.2 Let G be a reflection group. For x, y # Rk, x is said to
be G-majorized by y, denoted by x <G y, if x # ConvG(y). Furthermore, a
function f is said to be G-monotone if x <G y implies f (x)f (y).
When G is the symmetric group, x <G y is equivalent to x <m y defined
in the introduction. The structure of ConvG(x) is investigated in Section 4
of Eaton and Perlman [4].
Theorem 2.1 (Eaton and Perlman [4]). If f, g are G-monotone, f V g is
G-monotone.
If f is G-monotone, f is symmetric with respect to any reflection belong-
ing to G. We consider an extension of Theorem 2.1 by weakening the
condition of symmetry.
2.2. Convolution Inequalities for K-Decreasing Functions
For any d # Rk, [r0 , rd ] is a reflection group. Hereafter, we denote the
reflection group [r0 , r d ] by Gd . For Gd , 2Gd =L[d] and
ConvGd(x)=[tx+(1&t) rd (x) | 0t1]=[x&t?(x | L[d]) | 0t2].
(2.1)
To begin with, we modify the condition (1.3) given by Hu and Wright
[5]. The statement is described systematically by using the terminology of
G-majorization.
Definition 2.3. Let d # Rk. A function f is said to be d-decreasing
if f (y)f (x) for all x # H +d and y <Gd x. Moreover, f is said to be
K-decreasing if f is d-decreasing for all d # K.
A function f is G-monotone if and only if f is 2G-decreasing (cf. Eaton
and Perlman [4, Lemma 4.5]). Note that if f is d-decreasing, it is not
necessary that & f is (&d)-decreasing.
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For a function f and d # Rk, define the symmetrized function
fd(x)={ f (x)f (rd (x))
if x # H +d
if x # H &d .
Proofs of the next two lemmas are routine and omitted.
Lemma 2.1. f is d-decreasing if and only if
(1) fd is Gd-monotone, and
(2) f& fd 0.
Lemma 2.2. If f (x) is d-decreasing, f (x+x0) is d-decreasing for any
fixed x0 # H +d .
Using a special case of Theorem 2.1, we can prove the next theorem.
Theorem 2.2. If f is d-decreasing and g is both d-decreasing and
(&d)-decreasing, then f V g(x0+td) is nonincreasing in t on [0, ) for any
fixed x0 # H +d .
Proof. Letting f0(x)= f (x+x0), we have f V g(x0+td)= f0 V g(td).
Therefore, we can assume that x0=0 by Lemma 2.2. Since f =f d +
( f& fd ), we obtain
f V g(td)= fd V g(td)+( f& fd ) V g(td).
From Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1, fd V g is Gd -monotone, and therefore
fd V g(td) is nonincreasing in t on [0, ). Concerning the second term, for
any fixed 0t1t2 we obtain
( f& fd ) V g(t2d)&( f& f d ) V g(t1d)
=|
H&d
( f& f d )(x)[g(t2d&x)& g(t1 d&x)] dx. (2.2)
Since t1d&x # ConvGd(t2 d&x) for x # H
&
d , we obtain g(t2d&x)&
g(t1d&x)0 from Gd-monotonicity of g. Hence by Lemma 2.1 (2), we
have (2.2) 0, which implies that ( f& fd ) V g(td) is nonincreasing in t on
[0, ). K
Theorem 2.2 corresponds to Theorem 1 of Hu and Wright [5].
Definition 2.4. For x, y # Rk and a cone K/Rk, define x PK y if
y&x # K & H +x .
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Put \K=K _ &K.
Corollary 2.1. If f is K-decreasing and g is (\K)-decreasing for a
cone K, then
f V g(x)f V g(y) for x PK y.
Proof. x PK y implies that y&x # H +x , namely x # H
+
y&x . Hence we
have the result by setting t1=0, t2=1, x0=x and d=y&x( # K) in
Theorem 2.2. K
The binary relation PK is not transitive. This suggests that the convolu-
tion inequality holds under finer binary relations.
Definitions 2.5. For x, y # Rk and a cone K/Rk, define x R (1)K y if
there exists [[xn, i]kni=1]

n=1 such that
(1) xn, i PK xn, i+1 for n=1, 2, . . . and i=1, 2, ..., kn&1 and
(2) x=limn  xn, 1 and y=limn   xn, kn .
The author does not know whether R (1)K is transitive for all K. The
following definition is given to make sure of transitivity.
Definition 2.6. For x, y # Rk and a cone K, define x RK y if there exist
x1 , ..., xt such that x R (1)K x1 R
(1)
K } } } R
(1)
K xt R
(1)
K y.
Adding the continuity assumption to f V g, we immediately obtain a
result.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that f is K-decreasing and g is (\K)-decreasing
for a cone K. If f V g is continuous, then
f V g(x)f V g(y) for x RK y.
Remark. (i) The continuity condition for f V g is satisfied if one is
integrable and the other is bounded.
(ii) If g is (\K)-decreasing, g is G-monotone for the reflection group
G generated by [r d | d # K]. Therefore, when K has a positive k-dimen-
sional volume, g is (\K)-decreasing if and only if g is spherically sym-
metric and unimodal, i.e., g(x)= g0(&x&) for some nonincreasing function
g0 on [0, ). See Theorem 3.1 of Eaton and Perlman [4].
(iii) For a reflection group G, it is known that x <G y if and only if
x R2G {y for some { # G. See Section 4 of Eaton and Perlman [4] and
Section 14.C of Marshall and Olkin [7].
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It is obvious that a half line [td | t0](d # K) is totally ordered by RK
as
t1 d RK t2d for 0t1t2 .
In the next section, we shall show that RK also defines a nontrivial relation
on a sphere Sr , which plays an essential role in our application.
3. THE ORDERING RK AND ITS EXTENSION
Lemma 3.1. Suppose K is a closed convex cone. If x RK y, then
&x&&y& and y&x # K.
Proof. It is clear that x PK y implies &x&&y& and y&x # K. There-
fore, the lemma is proved by the convexity and closedness of K and the
continuity of & }&. K
It is easily seen that the converse of Lemma 3.1 is not true, in general.
The main purpose in this section is to show that x RK y holds for certain
x, y such that x{y and &x&=&y&. This is not true if we replace RK by
PK . That is, if x PK y and &x&=&y&, we have x=y.
3.1. Two-Dimensional Cases
For a general K, the set [y | x RK y] has a complex geometrical struc-
ture. For simplicity, we first consider the case where K is a two-dimensional
closed convex cone. Some partial results for the general case are obtained
from the result of the two-dimensional case.
Throughout this subsection, we suppose that
K=C[a1 , a2] for a1 , a2 # S1 : a1 {\a2 , (3.1)
and define
K i=[x | a$i x0, a$3&ix0] for i=1, 2
K =K 1 _ K 2 . (3.2)
Moreover, we denote by L[K] the smallest linear space including K.
First we note that the ordering RK essentially is an ordering on the
two-dimensional affine spaces x+L[K](x # Rk). Accordingly, we need to
study the ordering on a one-dimensional sphere (x+L[K]) & S&x& . Since
x RK y and x PK y are equivalent if x  K , the problem is the case x # K .
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For x # K i , define
Px =K i & S&x& & (x+K).
The set P x is a subset of an arc K i & S&x& & (x+L[K]) consisting of x
and the points nearer to the center of K than x.
Theorem 3.1. When K is given by (3.1) and x # K i ,
Px /[y | x RK y].
Proof. Suppose Px {[x]. Fix any y({x) # P x . Let x0=
?(x | L[a1 , a2]=) (=?(y | L[a1 , a2]=)). Then x0 {x. (If x0=x, Px =
[x].) Let D=x0+C[x&x0 , y&x0]. Obviously D/K i & (x0+
L[a1 , a2]). For each n, we define a finite sequence [xn, j]knj=1 as follows.
First, we define xn, 1=x( # D"[x0]). Suppose xn, j has been defined in
D"[x0]. Since xn, j # K i and xn, j {x0 , K & L[xn, j]= is a half-line. Let dn, j
be the point of K & L[xn, j]= & S1 and define xn, j+1=xn, j+n&1dn, j .
Moreover, for xn, j , we define \n, j # [0, ?] by
cos \n, j=
(xn, j&x0 , y&x0)
&xn, j&x0&&y&x0 & \=
(xn, j&x0)$(y&x0)
&xn, j&x0&&y&x0 &+ .
Then, as long as xn, 1 , ..., xn, j # D, we have \n, 1> } } } >\n, j , 0<\n, j&1&
\n, j<?2 and
\n, j&1&\n, j=cos&1
(xn, j&1&x0 , xn, j&x0)
&xn, j&1&x0& &xn, j&x0&
=cos&1
&xn, j&1&x0 &
&xn, j&x0&
=sin&1
1
n&xn, j&x0&
.
Therefore, noting that sin&1x=x+o(x)(x  0) and that &xn, j&x0&2=
&xn, j&1&x0&2+n&2=&xn, 1&x0 &2+( j&1) n&2, we see that the segment
(xn, kn&1 , xn, kn] intersects the half line x0+C[y&x0] for some finite
number kn such that kn=O(n) (n  ). Next we show that the sequence
[[xn, j]knj=1]

n=1 satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.3. It is obvious from
the definition that xn, j PK xn, j+1 and limn  xn, 1=x. Moreover, since
kn=O(n) and &xn, kn&x0 &
2=&x&x0&2+(kn&1) n&2, we have
lim
n  
&xn, kn&x0 &
2=&x&x0&2=&y&x0 &2.
This implies that limn  xn, kn=y. Therefore, we obtain x RK y. K
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Theorem 3.1 implies that for any x # Rk, the arc K i & S&x& & (x+L[K])
is totally ordered by RK . Consequently we obtain
Corollary 3.1. Suppose K is given by (3.1). Then we have
x+K if x # K*
[y | x RK y]={ .z # Px [z+(K & H +z )] if x # K i , i=1, 2,[x] otherwise.
3.2. Spherical Majorization
When K is a half-plane, that is, when
K=C[a0 , a1 , a2] for a0 , a1 , a2 # S1: a1=&a2 , a$1a0=0, (3.3)
the ordering RK can be extended without losing our convolution
inequality.
Definition 3.1. Suppose a half-plane K is given by (3.3). For x, y # Rk,
define x R\K y if x RK y or ra1(x) RK y.
Theorem 3.2. Let K be a half-plane. Suppose that f is K-decreasing and
g is (\K)-decreasing. Then, if f V g is continuous,
f V g(x)f V g(y) for x R\K y.
Proof. Suppose K is given by (3.3). Since f, g are a1-symmetric, we
have f V g(x)= f V g(ra1(x)). Therefore, we obtain the inequality from
Theorem 2.3 and Definition 3.1. K
For a half-plane K, the results corresponding to Theorem 3.1 and
Corollary 3.1 hold true. In particular, we have the following lemma (cf.
Lemma 3.1).
Lemma 3.2. For a half-plane K, x R\K y if and only if y&x # K and
&x&&y&.
When K is a half-plane, K =Rk and thus a one-dimensional ordering is
defined on the whole of Sr . To introduce a (k&1)-dimensional ordering on
Sr , we consider combinations of R\K .
Let G be a reflection group and L[2G] be the convex hull of 2G .
Obviously L[2G] is a linear space. In this subsection, we assume that
L[2G] is (k&1)-dimensional. Let e # Rk be a vector which is per-
pendicular to L[2G] and satisfies &e&=1.
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From G and e, we define a union of half-planes as
K(G, e)= .
d # 2G & S1
K(d, e),
where
K(d, e)=L[d, e] & H +e (=C[d, &d, e]).
Combining R\K(d, e) , an ordering is defined.
Definition 3.2. For x, y # Rk, define x R\K(G, e) y if there exists
[(x& , d&) # Rk_(2G & S1) ; &=1, 2, ..., t] satisfying
x=x1 R\K(d1, e) x2 R
\
K(d2, e) } } } R
\
K(dt&1, e) xt R
\
K(dt, e) y.
From Theorem 3.2 and Definition 3.2,
Corollary 3.2. Suppose f is K-decreasing and g is (\K)-decreasing for
K=K(G, e). Then, if f V g is continuous,
f V g(x)f V g(y) for x R\K(G, e) y.
From the next theorem it follows that the restriction of R\K(G, e) on
spheres is closely related to G-majorization considered by Eaton and
Perlman [4].
Theorem 3.3. Suppose x, y # Sr . Then x R\K(G, e) y is equivalent to
(i) ?(y | L[2G]) <G ?(x | L[2G]) if x, y # H +e ,
(ii) ?(x | L[2G]) <G ?(y | L[2G]) if x, y # H &e .
In particular,
&re R\K(G, e) x R
\
K(G, e) re for all x # Sr .
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 of Eaton and Perlman [4], it is sufficient to
prove the equivalences between R\K(d, e) and <Gd for any d # 2G . For
x, y # Sr , x R\K(d, e) y is equivalent to y&x # K(d, e), which is equivalent to
e$xe$y, ?(y | L[2G])&?(x | L[2G]) # L[d].
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On the other hand, ?(y | L[2G]) <Gd ?(x | L[2G]) is equivalent to
&?(x | L[2G])&2&?(y | L[2G])&2,
?(y | L[2G])&?(x | L[2G]) # L[d].
Because &?(x | L[2G])&2=r2&(e$x)2&e&2 for any x # Sr , we have the
equivalences in the statement. The maximality of re and minimality of &re
are obtained from the minimality of the origin with respect to <G . K
4. DIRECTIONAL MONOTONICITY OF
THE POWER FUNCTION OF /2-TESTS
As a statistical application of our convolution inequality, we investigate
monotonicity properties of the power function of /2-tests, which are
likelihood ratio tests for the mean of a multivariate normal distribution
under cone constraints. As usual, the word monotonicity is used when the
power increases as the distance between the alternative and the null
hypothesis increases. This monotonicity is related to unbiasedness of the
test and was studied by the authors referred to in the introduction.
However, since the restricted problem is not invariant under the
orthogonal transformation group, the power depends on not only distance
but also direction. Directional difference for a fixed distance is an interest-
ing problem in the restricted testing problem.
As a general principle, it is believed that a /2-test has a larger power for
a direction near the center of the alternative cone and a smaller power for
a direction near the edges of the cone. This was verified in many studies,
particularly by numerical calculations. Analytical approaches were discussed
by Oosterhoof [11] in the positive orthant cone case and by Pincus [13]
in circular cone cases. By using our argument developed in the previous
sections, we can investigate this problem in a unified manner. In this paper,
we mainly discuss tests of homogeneity against order restricted alternatives.
In certain order restricted problems, some conjectures on directions yielding
the maximum power and minimum power are presented explicitly. We aim
at settlement of these conjectures.
4.1. The Hypotheses and the Test Statistics
Let } be an ordered partition [k1 , k2 , ..., kp] of the integer k such that
ki1 and  pi=1ki=k. When X1 , X2 , ..., Xk are independent and each
Xi tN(+i , 1), we consider hypotheses
H0 : +=(+1 , +2 , ..., +k) # L0 vs H1 : + # C} "L0 ,
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for
L0=[+ | +1=+2= } } } =+k],
C}=[+ | [+1 , ..., +s1][+s1+1 , ..., +s2] } } } [+sp&1+1 , ..., +sp]],
where si=ij=1kj and AB implies that ab for all a # A and b # B. Our
formulation includes the simple order alternatives (i.e., }=[1, ..., 1]), the
simple tree alternatives (}=[1, k&1]) and the simple loop order alter-
natives (}=[1, k&2, 1]) as special cases.
Put X=(X1 , ..., Xk). In this testing problem, the likelihood ratio test
statistic, denoted by /2} , is given as follows (cf. Robertson et al. [14]):
/2}=&X&?(X | L0)&
2&&X&?(X | C})&2=&X&2&&X&?(X | C} & L=0 )&
2.
As a general result, the following monotonicity property of the power
function of the /2}-test is obtained from our convolution inequality.
Theorem 4.1. If &/2} is K-decreasing, then the power function of the
/2}-test is nondecreasing in RK (and in the symmetrized ordering R
\
K ).
Proof. The power function of /2}-test with critical value c is
|
[/2}>c]
p(x&+) dx=1&I[/2}c] V p(+),
where p(x&+) is the density of a k-dimensional normal distribution with
mean +=(+1 , +2 , ..., +k) and the identity convariance matrix. Since p(x) is
Rk-decreasing and I[/2}c](x) is K-decreasing, the monotonicity results
follows from Theorems 2.3 and 3.2 and Corollary 3.2. K
4.2. K-Decreasing Property of /2}
For a closed convex cone C, we define
T(x ; C)=&x&2&&x&?(x | C)&2=&?(x | C)&2.
As shown in Mukerjee et al. [9], &T(x ; C) is C-decreasing and thus
unbiasedness of the /2}-test is implied by Theorem 4.1. In the following, we
obtain more detailed monotonicity results.
A set A/Rk is said to be d-decreasing if the indicator function IA(x) is
d-decreasing. In other words, A is d-decreasing if and only if (1.3) holds for
x0=0. Similarly, A is said to be d-symmetric if IA(x) is d-symmetric.
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By using the next theorem, our investigation can be simplified.
Theorem 4.2. For a closed convex cone C, the following are equivalent:
(1) &T(x ; C) is d-decreasing.
(2) C is (&d)-decreasing.
(3) C* is (&d)-decreasing.
Proof. For d # Rk, let
C +d =C & H
+
d , C
&
d =[r d (x) | x # C
+
d ], C
0
d =[x # C | x  C
+
d _ C
&
d ].
(1) O (2) We assume that C is not (&d)-decreasing. From the con-
vexity of C, there exists x # C +&d such that r&d(x)  C. Then, since
&x&2=&r&d(x)&2 and &r&d(x)&?(r&d(x) | C)&2>0=&x&?(x | C)&2, we
have
T(x ; C)=&x&2&&x&?(x | C)&2
>&r&d(x)&2&&r&d(x)&?(r&d(x) | C)&2=T(r&d(x) ; C).
Because rd (r&d(x))=x and r d (x) # H +d , &T(x ; C) is not d-decreasing.
(2) O (1) Let x # C +d . From the convexity of T(x ; C), it is enough to
show that T(rd (x) ; C)T(x ; C), which is equivalent to &x&?(x | C)&2
&rd (x)&?(rd (x) | C)&2. Since &x&y&2=&r d (x)&rd (y)&2 and C +&d _ C &&d
is d-symmetric, we have
min
y # C+&d _ C
&
&d
&x&y&2= min
y # C+&d _ C
&
&d
&r d (x)&rd (y)&2
= min
y # C+&d _ C
&
&d
&r d (x)&y&2. (4.1)
Moreover, &x&y&2&r d (x)&y&2 for all x # C 0&d because y # H
+
d
and C 0&d /H
+
d . Hence, from C=(C
+
&d _ C
&
&d) _ C
0
&d , we obtain
&x&?(x | C)&2&r d (x)&?(rd (x) | C)&2.
(2)  (3) Assume that C is d-decreasing and consider the decomposi-
tion C=(C+d _ C
&
d ) _ C
0
d . Fix any x # C*
+
d . Note that x$y0 for all
y # C. Since x=x0+t0d and rd (x)=x0&t0d for some x0 # L[d]= and
t00, we have
x$y=x$0 y+t0d$yx$0y&t0 d$y=(r d (x))$ y
for any y # H &d . Thus, since C
0
d /H
&
d , we have
0 inf
y # C 0d
y$x inf
y # C0d
y$r d (x). (4.2)
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Moreover, by an argument similar to (4.1), we have
0 inf
y # C+d _ C
&
d
x$y= inf
y # C+d _ C
&
d
(r d (x))$r d (y)= inf
y # C+d _ C
&
d
(r d (x))$y. (4.3)
From (4.2) and (4.3), infy # C(r d (x))$ y0, which implies r d (x) # C*. Since
C* is convex, C* is d-decreasing. The converse is obvious since
(C*)*=C. K
Since a convex cone C is (&C)-decreasing (cf. Theorem A.2), &T(x ; C)
is (C _ C*)-decreasing from Theorem 4.2. However, the ordering RC _ C*
does not define nontrivial relations on C & C* & Sr .
In the following, we consider the case where C is K-decreasing for a half-
plane K. (When K is a half-plane, Sr contains no isolated point with respect
to R \K .) If C is K-decreasing for K=C[d1 , &d1 , d2], C is d1-symmetric.
Regarding the converse implication, we have the following result.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose C is d-symmetric. Then, if x # C & C* & L[d]=, C
is K-decreasing for K=&C[d, &d, x].
Proof. The proof is completed by showing that if y # L[d, x]=,
C(y)=[C & (L[d, x]+y)]&y (/L[d, x])
is K-decreasing for K=&C[d, &d, x]. First, we observe C(y)/H +x . For
a # C(y), there exists z # C such that a=z&y. Since x # C*, we have
a$x=z$x&y$x=z$x0, which implies a # H +x . Hence C(y)/H
+
x . On the
other hand, it is easily shown that
|d$ra (b)||d$b|, x$ra (b)x$b
for any a # &C[d, &d, x] and b # H +a & H
+
x . Therefore, if b # C(y) & H
+
a
for a # &C[d, &d, x], ra (b) # [tb+(1&t) rd (b)+sx | 0t1, s0].
Since C(y) is convex and d-symmetric and satisfies C(y)+x/C(y), we
have ra (b) # C(y). Hence C(y) is K-decreasing for K=&C[d, &d, x]. K
4.3. Symmetry of C}
When a cone C is invariant under a reflection group G and the dimen-
sion of L[2G] is l, we say that C has symmetry of dimension l. C} has
symmetry of dimension k&1 at most.
When C=[x | x$ai0, for all i=1, ..., n], it is known that
C*=C[a1 , a2 , ..., an] (cf. Stoer and Witzgall [18]). In the argument
below, we use the fact that C} , C*} and C} & L=0 have the same symmetry.
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Lemma 4.2. In the cases (i) }=[1, 1, 1], (ii) }=[1, 2, 1] and (iii)
}=[k1 , k&k1] for some k1=1, ..., k&1, C} has symmetry of dimension
k&1.
Proof. First we note that C} is ($1+ } } } +$k)-symmetric for any },
where $i is a unit vector such that the ith coordinate is 1 and the others
are 0. When }=[1, 1, 1], i.e., +1+2+3 , we have
C*}=C[$2&$1 , $3&$2].
Then C*} is ($1&2$2+$3)-symmetric. When }=[1, 2, 1], i.e., +1
[+2 , +3]+4 , we have
C*}=C[$2&$1 , $3&$1 , $4&$2 , $4&$3].
Then C*} is ($3&$2)- and ($1&$2&$3+$4)-symmetric. When
}=[k1 , k&k1], that is,
C}=[+ | [+1 , ..., +k1][+k1+1 , ..., +k]],
it is clear that C} is symmetric with respect to k&2 reflections (transposi-
tions)
[r$ i+1& $ i |i=1, ..., k1&1, k1+1, ..., k&1].
Obviously the k&1 vectors are independent in each case. K
In the simple order case, C} does not have symmetry of dimension k&1,
except when k=3. For example, when k=4, C} has symmetry of dimen-
sion 2 at most; namely C} is ($1+$2+$3+$4)- and ($1&$2&$3+$4)-
symmetric.
4.4. On Bartholomew’s Conjectures
In order-restricted testing problems, some conjectures on directions
yielding the maximum power and minimum power have been presented in
an explicit form. For example, when the order restriction is a simple tree
order (}=[1, k&1]), Bartholomew [2] conjectured that when + belongs
to
C}, r=C} & [+ | &+&?(+ | L0)&=r],
the maximum power of the /2}-test is attained at a configuration
+1<+2= } } } =+k (4.4)
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and the minimum power is attained at each of
+1=+2= } } } =+i&1=+i+1= } } } =+k<+i for i=2, ..., k. (4.5)
Analogous conjectures are given for certain other order-restricted alter-
natives. See Section 2 of Robertson et al. [14]. When k=3, a proof was
given by analyzing an exact expression of the power function. But no math-
ematical proof for k4 has been given yet. When k=4, although exact
expressions of the power functions were given by Singh and Schell [15],
Singh, Schell and Wright [16] and Singh and Wright [17], they did not
prove the conjecture analytically. We give simple proofs of some of these
conjectures. Although our approach is applicable for k=3, we deal with
only the case k4.
Remark. Since the power function of the /2}-test takes a constant value
on +0+L0 for any +0 # C} & L=0 , the configuration such as (4.4) or (4.5)
corresponds to a direction in the cone C} & L=0 .
The Direction Yielding the Maximum Power. We can find the direction
yielding the maximum power of the /2}-test if the alternative cone has sym-
metry of dimension k&1.
Theorem 4.3. The configuration yielding the maximum power of the
/2}-test on C}, r is specified independently of r with
(i) +1= } } } =+k1<+k1+1= } } } =+k when }=[k1 , k&k1] for k1=
1, ..., k&1,
(ii) +1<+2=+3<+4 and +1&+2=+3&+4 when }=[1, 2, 1].
Proof. Suppose C*}=C[a1 , a2 , ..., an], where &a i&=1 for all i, and put
e=ni=1a i &ni=1a i&. When C} has symmetry of dimension k&1,
e # (C} & L=0 ) & C*} & L[2G]
= and thus C} & L=0 is K-decreasing for
K=&K(G, e) from Lemma 4.1, where G is a reflection group associated
with the symmetry of C*} . Since the power function is nondecreasing in
R\K(G, e) from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, the maximum power is attained at
re on Sr independently of r>0 from Theorem 3.3. In case (i), C*}=
C[$j&$i | 1ik1 , k1+1 jk], where $i is defined in the proof
of Lemma 4.2, and therefore the direction of e is determined by
(&k+k1 , ..., &k+k1 , k1 , ..., k1)$, which implies the configuration +1=
} } } =+k1<+k1+1= } } } =+k . In case (ii), C*}=C[$2&$1 , $3&$1 , $4&$2 ,
$4&$3] and therefore the direction of e is determined by (&2, 0, 0, 2)
which implies the configuration +1<+2=+3<+4 and +1&+2=+3&+4 . K
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From Theorem 4.3, it follows that the conjecture on the maximality in
the simple tree order case and the simple loop order case are correct in the
strict sense.
In general, it is shown that if the alternative cone has symmetry of
dimension q (k&1), the direction yielding the maximum power on
C}, r & L=0 , which may depend on r, belongs to a certain (k&q&1)-dimen-
sional section of C}, r & L=0 . For example, in the case }=[1, 1, 1, 1], from
($1+$2+$3+$4)- and ($1&$2&$3+$4)-symmetry, we know that a con-
figuration yielding the maximum power on C}, r satisfies +2&+1=+4&+3
independently of r. (Robertson et al. [14, p. 94] mentioned that the maxi-
mal configuration is specified independently of r with +2&+1=+3&+2=
+4&+3 .) It is noteworthy that Singh and Wright [17] verified by a
numerical computation that the maximal direction depends on r.
The Direction Yielding the Minimum Power. When the alternative cone
has symmetry of dimension k&1, we know that a direction yielding the
minimum power on C}, r & L=0 belongs to the relative boundary of
C}, r & L=0 from Theorem 3.3. However, when k4, our argument does not
necessarily specify the direction even if r is fixed. The following is a case
where the minimum direction can be specified independently of r.
Theorem 4.4. When }=[2, 2], the minimum power of the /2}-test on
C}, r is attained independently of r at each of configurations
+1=+2=+3<+4 , +1=+2=+4<+3 ,
+1<+2=+3=+4 , +2<+1=+3=+4 .
Proof. When }=[2, 2],
C} & L=0 =C[(&1, &1, &1, 3)$, (&3, 1, 1, 1)$,
(&1, &1, 3, &1)$, (1, &3, 1, 1)$]
=C[a1 , a2 , a3 , a4]
C*}=C[(&1, 0, 0, 1)$, (&1, 0, 1, 0)$, (0, &1, 1, 0)$, (0, &1, 0, 1)$]
=C[b1 , b2 , b3 , b4].
Since C}, r & L=0 is a square on a two-dimensional sphere L
=
0 & Sr , we must
study the ordering on four arcs a1a2 , a2a3 , a3a4 and a4a1 . Noting that
C} & L=0 and C*} are (a1&a2)-, (a2&a3)-, (a3&a4)- and (a4&a1)-sym-
metric and that a1+a2 (=4b1), a2+a3 (=4b2), a3+a4 (=4b3) and
a4+a1 (=4b4) belong to C*} , by Lemma 4.1, C} & L=0 is K-decreasing for
the half-planes C[a1&a2 , a2&a1 , a1+a2], C[a2&a3 , a3&a2 , a2+a3],
C[a3&a4 , a4&a3 , a3+a4] and C[a4&a1 , a1&a4 , a4+a1]. Hence, on
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each of the four arcs, the extremal points are minimal in the ordering
induced by the half-plane. Therefore, from Theorem 4.1, we obtain the
minimality. K
In the simple tree order case, we have C} & L=0 =C[a2 , ..., ak], where
a2=(&1, k&1, &1, ..., &1), ..., ak=(&1, &1, ..., &1, k&1). (4.6)
Clearly C[a2 , ..., ak] is (ai&aj)-symmetric for any i, j=2, ..., k, but
ai+aj  C*} . Therefore, the argument similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4 is
not applicable and thus we cannot determine the directions yielding the
minimum power. However, we can investigate a local behavior near the
edge ai by using the ordering RC} & L=0 .
Theorem 4.5. When }=[1, k&1], the power of the /2}-test on C}, r is
locally minimal independently of r at each of configurations
+1<+i , +j=+1 , j{i for some i=2, ..., k.
Proof. We use monotonicity in RC} & L=0 . Note that C} & L
=
0 =
C[a*2 , ..., a*k], where a*i=ai &ai& for ai defined in (4.6). Then, the statement
is correct if each ra*i is minimal in its neighborhood on the sphere Sr with
respect to RC} & L=0 . Let Ui be a neighborhood of ra*i such that x # Ui
implies
x$a*i >0, x$a*j <0 ( j{i).
Then, for all x # Ui & Sr , y # C[a*j ; j{i], we obtain (y, x)<0. On the other
hand, for any x # C} & L=0 & Ui & Sr , there exists y # C[a*j ; j{i] such
that C} & L=0 & L[x, a*i ]=C[y, a*i ]. Then from Theorem 3.1, we have
ra*i R C[ y , a*i ]x. Since C[y, a*i ]/C} & L
=
0 , we obtain ra*i RC} & L=0 x, which
implies the result. K
4.5. Monotonicity Results Based on G-Monotonicity
A set A is said to be G-monotone if the indicator function IA is
G-monotone. If a convex cone C is invariant under a reflection group G,
C is G-monotone. As a special case of Theorem 4.2, we have
Corollary 4.1. A closed convex cone C is G-monotone if and only if
&T(x ; C) is G-monotone.
From the above corollary, we know that the power function of the
/2}-test for an alternative that is invariant under a reflection group G is
nondecreasing in the ordering <G . In particular, when C} has symmetry of
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dimension k&1, we can investigate monotonicity on the (k&1)-dimen-
sional affine space re+L[e]=, where e is defined in the proof of
Theorem 4.3. For r>0, define D}, r=C} & (re+L[e]=). In this subsec-
tion, we shall examine directional monotonicity of the power of the /2} -test
on D}, r . In principle, we could obtain monotonicity properties which are
contrary to those on C}, r (cf. Theorem 3.3). This is not strange since the
vertices of D}, r & L=0 are further from L0 than the center of D}, r & L
=
0 .
Theorem 4.6. The configuration yielding the minimum power of the
/2}-test on D}, r is specified independently of r with
(i) +1<+2=+3<+4 and +1&+2=+3&+4 when }=[1, 2, 1],
(ii) +1= } } } =+k1<+k1+1= } } } =+k when }=[k1 , k&k1] for k1=
1, ..., k&1.
The maximal direction can be specified under a weaker condition than
that for the minimality on C}, r . That is, if the G-orbit of a vertex of
D}, r & L=0 contains the other vertices, each vertex is the maximum point on
D}, r & L=0 with respect to <G . Hence the direction can be specified also in
the simple tree order case.
Theorem 4.7. The configuration yielding the maximum power of the
/2}-test on D}, r is specified independently of r with
(i) +1=+2=+3<+4 , +1=+2=+4<+3 , +1<+2=+3=+4 , and +2<
+1=+3=+4 when }=[2, 2],
(ii) +1<+i and +j=+1 , j{i, for some i=2, ..., k when }=[1, k&1].
4.6. The Case of Unequal Sample Sizes
In this subsection, we discuss the case where the sample sizes are not
equal. A similar argument can be developed from the convolution
inequality by replacing the inner product by x$7y for a positive definite
symmetric matrix 7 (cf. remark of Section 2.1).
Suppose that Xij (i=1, ..., k ; j=1, ..., ni) are independently distributed
as N(+i , 1). For X i=n&1i 
ni
j=1Xij , X =(X 1 , ..., X k)$ is distributed as
N(+, W&1), where +=(+1 , ..., +k) and W=diag(n1 , ..., nk). Considering the
inner product (x, y)W=x$Wy, the likelihood ratio test statistic for
H0 : + # L0 against H1 : + # C}"L0 is given by
&X &2W&&X &?W (X | C} & L
=
0, W)&
2
W ,
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where the subscript }W means that the definition is based on the inner
product ( } , } )W . Then we can investigate the behavior of the power func-
tion on
C}, r, W=C} & [+ | &+&?W (+ | L0)&W=r].
As an illustration, we consider a case where }=[1, k&1] and n2=
n3= } } } =nk . Putting :=n&12 [n1+(k&2) n2],
C} & L=0, W=C[(&1, :, &1, ..., &1)$, ..., (&1, &1, ..., &1, :)$]
=C[c2 , ..., ck].
Since C} & L=0, W is (ci&cj)-symmetric, C} & L
=
0, W has symmetry of dimen-
sion k&1 including (1, ..., 1)$-symmetry. (The symmetry is based on the
inner product ( } , } )W .) Therefore, the maximum power on C}, r, W & L=0, W
is attained at a direction d0=(1&k, :+2&k, ..., :+2&k)$, which implies
the configuration
+1<+2= } } } =+k .
(Note that (d0 , ci&cj)W=(d0 , (1, ..., 1)$)W=0 for all 2i< jk.) Con-
cerning the minimality, we can obtain a local result similar to Theorem 4.5
but not obtain the global result, because (ci , cj)W=&n1&(k&1)n2<0 for
all 2i< jk.
APPENDIX A: COMPARISON WITH THE APPROACH
USING SUBSET CONTAINMENT ARGUMENTS
As mentioned in the introduction, Robertson et al. [14] introduced two
methods to establish monotonicity properties of the power function of
one-sided tests. We compare our argument with the approach using subset
containment arguments. In this appendix, we suppose that K is a closed
convex cone.
If y&x # K, we write x K y. Clearly  K is an ordering on Rk. A func-
tion f is said to be monotone in K if f (x) f (y) for all x K y. The
fundamental inequality in the approach using subset containment
arguments is described as follows.
Theorem A.1. If f is monotone in K and g is nonnegative, f V g is
monotone in K. That is,
f V g(x)f V g(y) for x K y.
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Proof. Since x K y implies that x&z K y&z for any z # Rk,
f V g(x)=|
Rk
f (x&z) g(z) dz|
Rk
f (y&z) g(z) dz= f V g(y). K
In the following sense, the decreasing property is also an extension of
cone-monotonicity.
Theorem A.2. The following are equivalent:
(1) f (x) is monotone in K.
(2) f (x+x0) is (&K)-decreasing for all x0 # Rk.
(3) & f (x+x0) is K-decreasing for all x0 # Rk.
Proof. Since (1) is equivalent to that & f (x) is monotone in &K, the
proof is completed by showing (1)  (2).
(1) O (2). We can assume x0=0 because f (x+x0) is monotone in K for
any x0 # R
k. Fix d # K and x # H +&d . Since f is monotone in C[d] and
?(x | L[&d])=#d for some #0, f (x&t?(x | L[d]))f (x) for all
0t2. Hence f (x) is (&d)-decreasing from (2.2).
(2) O (1). Suppose f (a+d)<f (a) for some a # Rk and d # K. Putting
x0=a+
1
2 d, f (a+d)<f (a) is written as f (
1
2d+x0)<f (&
1
2d+x0). Because
&12d # H
+
&d and r&d(&
1
2d)=
1
2 d, f (x+x0) is not (&d)-decreasing. K
From Theorem A.2, we know that the decreasing property holds for a
wider class of cones (not necessarily convex) than does cone-monotonicity.
On the other hand, comparing the orderings used in Theorems 2.2 and A.1,
the ordering K is finer than RK from Lemma 3.1. Therefore, we cannot
say that our argument is superior to the cone-monotonicity argument.
However, in order to establish the directional monotonicity of the power
function of the /2-test, the cone-monotonicity argument is of no use.
Indeed, T(x ; C) is monotone in C* at most (cf. Lemma of Robertson et al.
[14, p. 102]). Since x<C* y does not hold for any x, y # C such that x{y
and &x&=&y&, directional monotonicity results cannot be derived by this
approach.
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